1. **LAG BA'OMER, LIKE ALL OTHER JEWISH HOLIDAYS, HAS MANY FACETS TO IT, IT IS INTERWOVEN WITH MANY HISTORIC EVENTS, NUMEROUS SACRED TRADITIONS AND A HOST OF COLORFUL OBSERVANCES.**

2. **BUT THE ONE THAT IS USUALLY OVERLOOKED IN LAG BA'OMER HAS SPECIFICALLY TO DO WITH THE KABBALAH, WITH JEWISH MYSTICISM, WHICH TO THE AVERAGE JEW REMAINS THE MOST THOROUGHLY MISUNDERSTOOD STREAM OF CREATIVE JEWISH THOUGHT. TODAY, WHEN SCHOLARS OF ALL SHADES OF OPINION HAVE BEGUN TO TAKE A SECOND LOOK AND APPRECIATE THE WEEP AND THE GRANDEUR OF KABBALAH, THE LATTY - BY AND LARGE - STILL THINKS OF IT AS SOMETHING TERRIBLY MYSTERIOUS OR A MAGICAL ABRA-CADABRA. WHATEVER MAY BE THE CASE, KABBALAH IS A PART OF OUR JEWISH LIVES WHETHER WE KNOW IT OR NOT. IT HAS BEEN INCORPORATED INTO OUR TRADITIONS, INTO MANY EXPRESSIONS AND ABOVE ALL INTO OUR PRAYERS, AND HENCE IT SHAPES OUR THINKING AS JEWS IN MANY UNTOLD WAYS. AND LAG BA'OMER IS THE DAY OF THE CALENDAR DEVOTED TO KABBALAH.**


4. **IN THE ZOHAR WE READ (using Hebrew transl.) B'oso yom she'tarbe shimon amad le'histalek min ha'olam, ON THE DAY R. SH. WAS TO DIE, HE WAS PREPARING HIMSELF FOR THE EVENT, AND HIS MANY COLLEAGUES AND DISCIPLES CAME IN TO SEE HIM - ve'habayis hayah malei, AND THE HOUSE, THE ROOM IN WHICH HE STAYED, WAS FILLED. AND THEN, bachah rabbi shimon, R. SH. BEGAN TO WEEP, AND HE CRIED OUT, ONCE BEFORE WHEN I WAS CRITICALLY ILL AND ON MY DEATH BED, ONLY ONE PERSON WAS WITH ME, R. PINCHAS B. YAIR, BUT AT THAT TIME hikfas eish l'fanai, A GREAT FIRE SURROUNDED ME...v'achshav raisi she'paskah - v'habayis nishmalei, AND NOW I SEE THAT THE FIRE HAS LEFT - AND THE HOUSE IS FULL!**

5. **HERE, FRIENDS, IS THE PITHY TEACHING OF A GREAT JEWISH ATTITUDE - THAT IT IS MORE IMPORTANT TO DEVELOP FEWER PEOPLE WHO WILL BE GREAT AND GENUINE, THAN TO GIVE A SMATTERING TO THE MANY, IT IS BETTER TO HAVE ONE PERSON WHO WILL BE AFIRE WITH HOLINESS THAN TO HAVE A PACKED HOUSE OF GOLD AND UNINSPIRED ONLOOKERS. WHEN THAT GREAT J. ATTITUDE BREAKS DOWN, AND JEWS BECOME MORE INTERESTED IN A FULL HOUSE, IN MERE QUANTITY AND NUMBERS, AND NOT IN THE SPARK OF G-DLINESNESS, THEN IT IS AN OCCASION FOR bachah r. shimon, AN OCCASION FOR REGRET AND MOURNING AND SADNESS.**

6. **TO JUDAISM EVERY INDIVIDUAL IS IMPORTANT. NUMBERS HAVE SOME VALUE TOO, IT IS TRUE, AND THAT IS WHY THE HALACHA DEMANDS A "MINYAN" FOR CERTAIN OCCASIONS. BUT NUMBERS ARE ONLY SECONDARY TO THE WARMTH, THE LOVE, THE HOLINESS, THE DEPTH, THE HEIGHTS THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL REACHES AND ACHIEVES. WITHOUT EACH INDIVIDUAL'S hikfas eish, ENTHUSIASM AND GENUINENESS AND INSPIRATION, THE GREAT MULTITUDES HAVE NO REAL VALUE. MULTITUDES ALONE REMAIN DORMANT UNLESS A FEW INSPIRED PEOPLE ARE WILLING TO SHARE WITH THEM THEIR eish AND DETONATE THEM.**

7. **JUST LOOK AT JEWISH HISTORY - THERE WAS ONE ABRAHAM, AND BECAUSE HE WAS AFIRE WITH THE DISCOVERY OF ONE G-D, HE WAS ABLE TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF HUMAN HISTORY. AND HIS RENOWN DOES NOT REST MERELY ON THE FACT THAT HE GOT MANY PEOPLE TO AGREE WITH HIM AND SAY "AMEN" TO WHAT HE PREACHED. NO, HIS FAME RESTS NOT ON THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS HE GOT - RATHER ON v'hanefesh asher asah b'charan, ON THE NUMBER OF SOULS HE DEEPENED, ON THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS HE ENHANCED, ON THE DEPTH AND SWEEP OF HIS SPIRITUAL MESSAGES, ON THE LIVES HE RADICALLY AND IRREVOCABLY CHANGED. ***THERE WERE 600,000 JEWS WHO LEFT EGYPT, BUT WITHOUT THE FEROCIOUS SPIRIT OF ONE MOSES, THEY WOULD HAVE REMAINED IN A DESERT FOR A THOUSAND, NOT FORTY YEARS. ALL OUR PROPHETS WERE PEOPLE WHO RAISED LONELY VOICES CRIED IN SOLITUDE, WHILE MULTITUDES OF NUTS, COLD MEN BOWED TO THE MOLoch AND BAAL. IT WAS MAIMONIDES WHO MEANT THE SAME THING WHEN HE EXPRESSED HIMSELF IN CHARACTERISTICALLY.**
sharpness and wrote, in the introduction to his "Guide", that "When I find the road narrow and can see no other way of teaching a well established truth except by pleasing one intelligent man and displeasing ten thousand fools, I prefer to address myself to the one man and take no notice whatever of the condemnation of the multitude." Big crowds, he wanted to say, are not half as important as a few good individuals.

And it is not only genius, or extraordinary people we are referring to. Look over the history of the Jewish community in America, and you find, interestingly, that the greatest part of its growth stemmed from a few old yeshivas in Brooklyn and the East Side of N.Y. Without them the greater institutions of orthodoxy today, and even the whole of the conservative movement, would never have stood a chance of success. And these small yeshivos, as will someday be recorded in a glorious history of American Jewry, were begun and sponsored by laymen and laywomen who were no different from you or me, but who were seized with an idea, who were obsessed with a genuine religious devotion, who were aflame with a creative dedication to Torah. There was no nismalei ha'bayis when they began — but we'd have nothing today if not for them.

8. Well, what about us? I am afraid that if R. Shimon b. Yochai were alive today, he would show the same reaction - bachah r. shimon, he would weep. How different is the attitude of American Jews from the classical way of thinking. We have begun to stress the nismalei ha'bayis, and to overlook the hidkuf ha'ish. We are "getting the crowd down" but failing to warm the soul up. The temples are filling up and the services, at times, are well attended - but they are frozen, they are uninspired, they are cold, the fire has gone out. Statistics have replaced "kavanah" and quality has been drowned by quantity.

9. I have no desire for rehashing what has been said from this pulpit many a time and what has become a well-documented sociological fact — that with increasing membership there has been no deepening of the religious experience, that with identification with a synagogue there has come more, not less, underlying secularism, that a membership card has not always meant a real commitment to a way of life. I do want to indulge in some self-criticism. I do want to blame us, laymen and rabbis both, for going along with this flame for numbers and "packing them in", which is perfectly alright by itself, but we have also gone along with the failure to stress quality, warmth, depth, genuineness. In more than one case orthodox leadership, both lay and rabbinic, has faltered and has sacrificed principle, the spark of divinity, for the sake of greater numbers. We have practiced a completely non-Jewish method — we have scrapped tradition after tradition in the name of nismalei ha'bayis... and then have found that our conquest was a pyrrhic victory - we gained but lost. I think that it is time for us to come to our senses. It is time for us to realize that there is nothing immoral or shameful in being in the minority, though we assuredly believe that the day will come when all Jews will return to Torah and G-d. But there is nothing ignominious, nothing bad, about espousing an unpopular cause, provided that we have the fire, the warmth and depth, throughout the ages, as history clearly proves, it was the fewer who were dedicated who kept up the tradition so that the many more would later have something to return to. If we will extinguish the flame in order to attract the crowds we will be unfaithful to the future as well as the past. For there are unmistakable signs that things are changing. The dogmatism of early reform is beginning to vanish. I am not referring only to their revival of "customs and ceremonies", to their new use of the Yarmulkah or mitzvos they once discarded. I am referring to their new attitude of respect for Jewish law, halacha, which in many cases is more pronounced than that of the conservatives. I refer to the recent issue of a quarterly journal where a Reform rabbi says that he has come back to believe in resurrection and the personal Messiah - the very first Jewish ideas rejected by reform. Of course, they still have very long way to go, but they will come back, provided they have something to return to. If we will not keep the Torah tradition alive, if we will allow the fire to die out, then they will not return. And we will, therefore, be false to past, present and future.
10. LET US REMEMBER THAT. OUR TASK IS TO ATTRACT AS MANY JEWS AS POSSIBLE. BUT OUR FIRST AND MOST IMPORTANT DUTY IS TO OURSELVES — TO SEE TO IT THAT WE BECOME BETTER INDIVIDUALS, MORE LEARNED AND INSPIRED JEWS, AND MORE LOYAL SONS OF G-D.

11. IT WAS HILLEL WHO SAID: im ein ani li mi li, IF I WILL NOT BE FOR MYSELF, WHO WILL? BUT THERE IS A FINER TRANSLATION OF THAT PHRASE: IF I WILL NOT BE MYSELF, WHO WILL? IF I WILL NOT EXPLOIT THE INNERMOST RECESSES OF MY SOUL AND FIND THAT DEEPLY INGRAINED JEWISHNESS, THAT nitzâtz eloka mimaal, THAT DIVINE SPARK AND FLAME, THEN NO ONE WILL EVER BRING IT OUT FOR ME.

(IF TIME PERMITS: 12. CURBAN EIropa — LOSS OF SO MANY MILLIONS AN UNFATHOMABLE TRAGEDY BUT GREATER YET IS THE TRAGEDY OF HAVING LOST THAT KIND OF PEOPLE....

13. ISREAL BUILT BY ONLY FEW STRAGGLING PIONEERS WHO hikifah eish....AND NOW TOO, ONE FIERY WORKER....MORE THAN THOUSAND ELENT ONLOOKERS WHO ONLY SYMPATHIZE WITH KREN).}

14. IN THE WORDS OF MOSES TO HIS PEOPLE BEFORE HE BADE THEM FAREWELL, WORDS REECHOED CENTURIES LATER WHEN R. SHIMON BAR YOCHAI BADE FAREWELL TO HIS PEOPLE:

LO ME'RUBCHEM MI'KOL HA'AMIM CHASHAK HA'SHEM BA'CHEM VA'YIVCHAR BA'CHEM....
KI ATEM HA'ME'AT MI'KOL HA'AMIM....KI MEI'AHAVAS HA'SHEM ES'CHEM,
U'MI'SHOMRO ES HA'SHEVUAH ASHER NISHBA LA'AVOSEICHEM

G-d has given us His love and His care, not because of our great numbers, because we are a perpetual minority; but rather because of AVOSEICHEM, because of three solitary individuals who were faithful to the flame which raged in their breasts and with the courage of their convictions and the warmth of their characters were able to create an entire people loyal to G-d Almighty.
1. Topic which is before us this evening already treated. Mid-Winter convention can think it sufficiently important to continue at this annual event.

2. Unless we are truly and effectively reaching our people, all other problems we discuss at a conference throughout the year must remain suspended in the rarified stratum of most academic theorizing.
   - Unless we are reaching our people in their lives, unless we are bridging the gap to升级 their existence, we are not doing the barren routines of their existence we are not into the barren routines of their existence we are not doing anything is defined by the existing ___ . "Rabbis", for 27 is defined by the existing . . .
   - Now, we are only professional administrators who do through their preparatory motions and are committed to NS D 108 and nothing more.

3. I mention this not because I believe it necessary in any way, but because I want to set what I believe to be true perspective. A convention can sometimes not only but develop an atmosphere where that which is most sentimental carnal atmosphere where that which is most sentimental receives most attention, while that which sounds legitimate to the ordinary of a dull side show.

4. Our subject, "How well..." is of that nature—perhaps unglamorous, unmelodious, but of most crucial importance.

5. As chairman, not my task to answer the question. Four capable and permanent . . . will do that. I do wish, however, for a few moments, to set the tone and organize the mood. Our preparatory remark without excusing (OVER)
It is true in a round way. This sort, to know how effective we have been great. Numbers people we have interested in. Numbers do count after all. That why Halacha demands Nish and JNR. Why we say.

The number JNR role at present we will want to hear from our speakers about our results in this aspect of our work. They have thought about it. And we will be enlightened.

But greater in importance than great is good. Greater than our horizontal influence is the vertical effect of our labors. Depth, quietness, conviction, the enthusiasm which comes from genuine, authentic conviction.

I believe this what 20 have meant when records words.

Bet more w. hearts and souls flame holiness than full house of cold, uninspired scholars. What will come from its spiritual access and religious amendment is not. But when.

when we labor in the vineyard of the Lord we must remember, that it is better to look from trees which are sweet, than whole bushes of sour grapes...